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Speak to us
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Webex for Cinos Cloud



We’re proud to partner with Cisco to bring you a fully

integrated collaboration experience with Webex for Cinos Cloud.
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Our Solutions



Our expertise lies in providing comprehensive technology 
solutions that cover Collaboration, Connectivity, Networks, 
Security, Infrastructure, and Audio Visual.
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UK Atomic Energy Authority


UK Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA) carries out fusion energy research on behalf of…



Learn more
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In Focus



Roku – Cambridge UK Office

Learn how Cinos delivered a range of Audio Visual and Video 

Conferencing solutions for Roku’s Cambridge office.
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In Focus



Pepper Advantage

Read how Cinos enhanced Pepper Advantage’s operations

with Cisco’s Unified Contact Center Express solution.
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Cinos are a Cisco Gold Provider

Cinos have worked closely with Cisco since the introduction of our managed services business unit back in 2015 providing best-in-class Cisco video conferencing and telephony solutions. Over that time and with significant investment in our people and in building our highly resilient Cisco-powered Cinos Cloud platform, Cinos are now recognised as a Gold Provider – Cisco’s highest distinction for managed services partners.

To achieve our Gold Provider status Cinos had to undergo a rigorous audit process where it was ratified that the services we deliver to our public and private sector customers on a daily basis are at the highest levels in the industry. As a part of this process, we also demonstrated that our managed unified communications and managed video solutions, delivered from Cinos Cloud meet all the requirements to be validated as Cisco Powered Services.

So, what does this mean for you? Find out more below.
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About Cisco










Cisco were founded in 1984 and have since established themselves as the worldwide leader in communications technology. Since their inception, Cisco have developed solutions which aim to address specific customer challenges, whether that is for a single user or an entire organisation.
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Cinos 

Your Trusted Cisco Provider





So, what does this mean for you? In short it means that Cinos are a trusted pair of hands for all your collaboration, connectivity, and infrastructure requirements. In a time where the way we work has changed dramatically, the need for a trusted partner to help you navigate an ever-evolving landscape is of the upmost importance.

Today we see organisations of all sizes focussing on the business outcomes they need to achieve and not necessarily considering the specific products or solutions that drive these outcomes. As your trusted partner, with in-depth expertise across the Cisco technology portfolio, it is our job to advise how Cisco’s video conferencing and collaboration solutions can be utilised to transform your business and deliver upon your desired outcomes.





Speak to our team
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Cisco 

Solutions for Hybrid Working





Emerging from the global pandemic has taught us one thing for sure. The future of work will be forever changed. The lines we once drew between where we work, where we live, and the spaces in between have blurred forever. Now, work is no longer a place we go, it’s what we do and in the world of hybrid working, it is something that can be done from anywhere.

Cisco’s extensive portfolio of award-winning collaboration devices, coupled with the Webex Suite, deliver a solution purpose-built for hybrid work. These solutions provide everything you need for hybrid working; incredible functionality, elegant designs, unparalleled interoperability, first-class management, and enterprise-grade security.





Speak to our team




Downloads





Hybrid Work Experiences | The Future of Work is Hybrid
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Looking at Hybrid Solutions for your workforce?




As a Cisco Gold Provider, we will work with you to design a hybrid work experience that meets the needs of your organisation’s requirements, whether your employees are working from home, in the office or somewhere in between.






Click Here
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Bringing you






Webex for

Cinos Cloud




We’re proud to partner with Cisco to bring you a fully integrated collaboration experience with Webex for Cinos Cloud.

To learn more about the service, the packages, capabilities and devices please follow the link:








Learn More





















Our Integrated Technology Solutions

Powered by Cisco Technologies










Being a Cisco Gold Provider is not only representative of our expertise with Webex and Cisco’s vast array of collaboration endpoints, it reflects our ability to create, optimise and deliver a portfolio of Managed Services, powered by Cisco technologies.


Learn more
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Working together to drive 

better business outcomes


Working together to drive better business outcomes





We strive to provide vertically aligned, compelling propositions that build upon the Cinos Cloud platform, working consultatively and collaboratively with our customers to understand their unique challenges. We take time to understand the fundamentals of how you work, how communication takes place, and what successful collaboration will look like. We balance this with the outcomes important to your organisation – whether that means better productivity, smarter costs, or a greater peace of mind.

With our extensive experience of delivering Cisco video conferecning and unified communications solutions into organisations of all sizes and across many verticals, Cinos are perfectly placed to discuss any requirement you have. For more information on these solutions and services please see below. If you are unsure where to start or have a requirement you would like to discuss, please get in touch with our team who would be happy to help.
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Better Together:

Cisco Devices for Microsoft Teams





Adopting Microsoft Teams in your meeting spaces has just got better. Cisco and Microsoft have joined forces to offer customers more choice, greater flexibility, and enhanced capabilities with Cisco Devices for Microsoft Teams.

This exciting development brings Cisco’s quality, reliability, and security to your Microsoft Teams Rooms. Furthermore, organisations can still enjoy a native Webex experience in their spaces meaning they are no longer forced into making a choice, they are free to decide what works best for their business.

Cinos hold industry leading accreditations for both Cisco and Microsoft, positioning us perfectly to discuss any requirement you have. For more information on the partnership, follow the link below.





Learn More



















Cisco Solutions for Hybrid Working
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Cisco Webex





Cisco Webex is a leading online meeting and collaboration solution which provides your workforce with a simple and secure space to meet, message and call. Delivered entirely from the Cisco Cloud, Webex powers a new way of collaborating that’s centred around the work you do, not where you do it – whether that is in the office, at home or anywhere in between. As a Cisco Gold Provider, Cinos are perfectly placed to deliver Webex into organisations of all sizes.






Platforms: Webex Meetings | Webex Calling | Webex Contact Center
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Cisco Meeting Room Endpoints





Cisco’s Meeting Room Endpoints, underpinned by the Webex platform are purpose built to help teams collaborate and create in real time, no matter how far the distance. The Cisco Desk Series provides best-in-class audio and video experiences for the desktop and huddle spaces. In the meeting room, the Cisco Room Series represents the pinnacle of team collaboration by delivering a lifelike experience for small, medium and large spaces.






Devices: Hot Desk | Personal

Rooms: Small | Medium | Large
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Cisco Telephony Endpoints





From a wide range of sophisticated VoIP phones to the Jabber soft client, Cisco’s range of UC Endpoints provide easy-to-use voice and video collaboration for any use case. Follow the links below to find out more. Whether you are looking at affordable VoIP handsets, high quality, full featured VoIP, or a soft client solution which offers instant messaging, video calling and desktop sharing, Cisco have a solution that will perfectly fit your requirement.






Endpoints: Headsets | Jabber

6800 | 6900 | 7800 | 8800
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Cisco Meeting Server





Cisco Meeting Server brings premises-based video, audio, and web communication together to meet the collaboration needs of the modern workplace. It makes running digital meetings efficient, simple, and secure. However people choose to meet, whatever platform is used, Cisco Meeting Server provides a simple and intuitive user experience for everyone.

Learn more











Platforms: Webex Meetings | Webex Calling | Webex Contact Center









Devices: Hot Desk | Personal

Rooms: Small | Medium | Large









Endpoints: Headsets | Jabber

6800 | 6900 | 7800 | 8800



















Our Integrated Technology Solutions

Taking a Closer Look










Cinos operates our own high capacity, highly available national UK networks, powered by Cisco. Our Cisco-powered Cinos Cloud UC services are available over the internet, via Cinos private WAN and include SIP and PSTN connection as well as Direct Routing for Microsoft Teams to ensure secure, reliable cloud communications. Behind the scenes we offer a range of Network, Security and Infrastructure solutions, harnessing the power of Cisco’s cutting-edge technology, enabling organisations to embrace digital transformation, thereby streamlining efficiencies, fostering innovation, and enhancing their competitive edge. Follow the links below to learn more about the solutions Cinos offer.





Contact us
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Collaboration

Our extensive suite of managed collaboration services empowers organisations to communicate effectively, collaborate effortlessly, and innovate confidently. We understand that every business is different with their own unique requirements. Our consultative approach ensures we can truly understand what success looks like for you and your stakeholders. It enables us to guide you on your journey, tailoring solutions that transform your communication, collaboration, and customer engagement capabilities, enabling you to focus on growth, knowing that your interactions are elevated to new levels of efficiency and effectiveness. Learn More.
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Connectivity

Our connectivity solutions sit at the heart of our managed services portfolio, providing the foundation for businesses to seamlessly connect with their customers, teams, and partners. We enable businesses of all sizes to achieve Internet, point-to-point, and point-to-cloud network connectivity. Our SIP trunking voice connectivity services enable organisations to connect on-premises PBX, private cloud hosted telephony services, and cloud unified communications services such as Cisco Webex Calling and Microsoft Teams to public telephony. Learn More.
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Networks

Our enterprise network solutions elevate organisations of all sizes with seamless data management, robust networks, and intelligent solutions. With services spanning datacentre & cloud, local and wide area, and network intelligence, we provide organisations with everything they need to build a network infrastructure that can grow as they do. Whether you’re a small commercial startup or a large public sector enterprise, we have the expertise to deliver solutions that perfectly meet your requirements today and that remain agile to accommodate your future growth. Learn More.
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Security

Cinos Security solutions offer a comprehensive shield against modern challenges, empowering organisations to navigate the digital landscape with confidence. We understand that each business is distinct, with its own set of challenges and requirements. With a wide range of solutions, including Cyber Defence, Network Security, and Identify and Access, we empower businesses to proactively defend against attacks and safeguard their digital assets. Learn More.
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Infrastructure

Our enterprise cloud infrastructure is designed around standard technologies to allow you to move your on-premise workloads into the cloud with minimum risk. By taking the time to understand your business and objectives from the outset, our team will meticulously design a cloud migration strategy that not only fulfils your present needs but also aligns with your future requirements. Our experts will be with you at every step to ensure you have the infrastructure required to bring your premise, hosted and cloud services together seamlessly. Learn More.
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Audio Visual

Our integrated end-to-end audio visual solutions provide organisations across the globe with access to a range of cutting edge solutions that unify the meeting experience, bring the wow factor to the spaces they operate and provide engaging, digital-first customer experiences. By working with Cinos, you can benefit from a strategic partnership with access to the latest AV technologies, led by a specialist system integrator at the forefront of technology innovation with the experience to tailor sophisticated AV solutions to your unique requirements. Learn More.
























Looking at Cisco Solutions?




Get in touch today to discuss your requirements with our team.







Click Here






























Cisco Case Studies
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Enhanced communication and collaboration for NTT Ltd. offices

Technology Refresh for

NTT Ltd. Singapore Download the PDF    […]
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Enabling more secure, robust and functional communications for Pepper Advantage

Cisco Contact Centre for

Pepper Advantage Download the PDF    […]
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Delivering Audio Visual and Video Conferencing solutions for Roku UK Office

AV and VC Solutions for

Roku UK Office Download the PDF  […]
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New UC telephony for United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority

United Kingdom

Atomic Energy Authority Download the PDF     […]
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Which? dials into a managed contact centre support service with Cinos

Which? Managed

Contact Centre Download the PDF      […]
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Cisco Gold Provider

As a Cisco Gold Provider, Cinos have demonstrated their expertise and value with a range of Cisco specialisations including Advanced Enterprise Networks Architecture and Advanced Collaboration Architecture. We have invested in highly skilled professionals who have demonstrated their expertise in designing and building solutions that drive business outcomes. 

Through demonstrating a high level of technical expertise for Cisco products we are able to identify the best solution for your needs; taking into account your budget and maintenance requirements.
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Cinos is an industry-leading, agile, and innovative systems integrator. Our mission is to deliver integrated technology solutions to a global marketplace, driving digital transformation for organisations of all sizes.

Our expertise lies in providing comprehensive technology solutions that cover Collaboration, Connectivity, Networks, Security, Infrastructure, and Audio Visual. This unique combination enables us to offer true end-to-end solutions, setting us apart from other providers and giving our customers the confidence that their entire technology estate can work together seamlessly, managed by one trusted partner.

Click here to learn more about Cinos, our business objectives and company values.



UK Registered Office:

4.9 Frimley 4 Business Park, Frimley, GU16 7SG

Company Registration No. 6414023
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Regional Contact

	United Kingdom	 +44 (0) 203 880 2026
	Europe	+33 (0)1 73 26 97 72
	Texas	 (713) 300-3756
	Indiana	 (317) 610-3228 
	Asia	+65 6904 3650 
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Enquiry Form

To get in touch with our team please fill out the enquiry form and a relevant team member will get back to you.






If your enquiry is urgent please contact your regional office:
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 +44 (0) 203 880 2026




[image: Cinos United States Regional Office]

 (317) 610-3228
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 +65 6844 0697








or



If it is a support issue please email the support team directly on: support@cinos.net
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Cinos Mailing List


					
					


By submitting this form you are agreeing to the Cinos Privacy Statement. We do not bombard our customers with emails and we will never share your data with other organisations. We will include an unsubscribe link in every email we send you, so you can leave our email list any time you wish.

If you have any further queries about our data and how we use it, please view our Privacy Policy, Terms and Conditions or email contact.us@cinos.net with any questions you have.
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